
The Racquetball’s Colorful History 

Is it a racquetball or a racquetball ball? 

by Steve Keeley 

  

  

Call it what you will, the racquetball’s evolution would entice Charles Darwin to the game. In 1971, my 

first tournament year, the balls were slow and mushy. Of course, we didn't call them ’dead’ because 

there was no standard at the time. ‘Dead’ and ‘live’ were not in our ball vocabularies. 

  

Still, there was selective pressure among the players for a faster ball. Tournament committees would designate a 

‘ball person’ to be responsible for keeping the tourney balls pepped up. He accomplished this by piling boxes of 

balls (no cans then) onto hot sauna benches to roast for at least thirty minutes before game time. The ref plucked 

a game ball from the oven; the players fondled it and hit a ceiling shot to ensure the heated sphere would carry to 

within ten feet of the back wall, and then the service. Once the match was underway the sauna air cooled but was 

compensated by the heat of the rally. 

  

If no sauna was available, the ball person knew a doctor, dentist or veterinarian who provided a syringe 

and small-gauge needle to pump a few CC’s of air into each ball making them custom pressurized. It 

was time-consuming by the gross but the balls retained the internal pressure for nearly a half-game 

before the air pounded out them and the ball person was called again to pump up.  

  

Clearly, something had to be done about the miserable balls in the burgeoning sport. 

  

  

A Colorful Past 

  

The racquetball started out as the ‘pinkie’. This ball of the late 1960's was actually the inner core of a 

tennis ball without the fuzz jacket. It got its name from its color- a gaudy pink which camouflaged itself 

well against the hardwood floor. After pink came black, then green, followed by blue. Funny enough, 

studies showed that blue is the hardest color to see in our sport. 

  

In the early 1970's, racquetballs were pressurized but bounced like fat maggots unless doctored by a ball 

person. I played Charlie Brumfield with a maggot ball in the 1971 National Singles Invitational in San 

Diego, his hometown with a Brum’s Bums fan club hogging the front row and waving signs ‘Brumfield 

#1, God #2, Keeley #3’. We injected the ball in a privacy before the match with a mutually agreeable 

number of CC’s that pounded out by game two, and I declined an invitation to a livelier second ball that 

would enhance his ceiling rally. Just how dead was the ball? I hit a drive to Brumfield’s famous 

forehand that flailed and the ball vaporized from the court- it disappeared. The gallery hushed as we 

discussed a second ball until I pointed to his racquet where the ball wedged in the throat! His great shot 

to bring in the second ball had failed. 



  

  

 Broken Balls and Super Balls 

  

The year 1973 was the pivot in the racquetball's lively evolution. In this season, manufacturers heeded 

countless pleas and began producing a ball that was acceptable by the common standard that a well-

struck ceiling shot would bounce to reach the bottom of the back wall. 

  

The shortcoming was these faster balls due to increased internal pressure broke rather easily. In 1973, 

the first year of the pro tour, three to five balls broke per match. At a Detroit match Mike Zeitman and 

Steve Serot broke a record of 10 balls in their three-game contest! Thousands of balls across the nation 

in ’73 bit the dust, and Seamco was obliged to replace them if the logo was intact- the balls were mint 

yet split- and a better solution had to be found or the company would go broke along with the NRC pro 

tour. 

  

I saw the most perfect killshot ever hit that year at the San Diego PPA court when Muehleisen wound up 

in deep court for a booming lefty forehand, struck and the ball split in half over the service box and each 

half rolled off in the respective front corners. Dr. Bud blew on his autograph racquet and proclaimed, 

‘Two points, babe.’ 

  

Another ball era ripened in 1974 and lasted all season. The breakage problem was brought under 

control and players fell to their knees in thanks in service boxes that the big bust was over, and who 

cared if the new batch was as out of round as the planet earth? A warped ball bounces untoward because 

of a bulge somewhere that makes one cockeyed like trying to roll a strike with a wad of gum stuck to the 

bowling ball. 

  

The lopped ball was blinked off that season for the real cause- super balls! Not every ball of ’74 was 

out-of-round but they all raced faster than speeding bullets. Every top player of the early 70’s pushed the 

ball around the court like a chess piece contacting it off the lead foot, but the super ball was no 

controllable chess piece. The tournament balls were soaked in ice water and deflated with needles to no 

avail. Then Marty Hogan’s scorching kills with the 18’’ small head racquet in vogue was clocked at 142 

MPH, and his 1975 Burlington first pro win ushered in Power Racquetball. 

  

Now the pioneer players were out-of-round chasing aces and ceiling shots flying over the back wall until 

they too were blasted off the courts into evermore. The old warhorse Charlie Brumfield adapted one 

more season with pass jams, but likewise bowed out. The sport named racquetball in 1969 by Bob 

McInerny lost its early definition; however millions of new players took up the new fast game as the 

manufacturers kept pumping out the rubber hummingbirds that made the game easier to play by youth, 

females, and the masses. 

  



  

          The Heyday 

  

By 1975 the balls were molded and pressurized with stronger quality control, and came up simply round 

and fast. The standard to judge a game ball was a ceiling shot that rebounded off the back wall between 

2-6 ft. high, and they stopped going over the back wall. 

  

The Big Game, though the term and ‘serve and shoot’ didn’t re become part of the vocabulary for a 

decade, was the only winning strategy. Drive serves right and left went for aces or weak answers that 

were killed. If a drive came off the back wall it was RIP. Jerry Hilecher introduced camouflage on the 

drive serves left, right and Z with the walking screen motion, and Carl Loveday tutored the first 

consistent crack ace serves, Hogan was the first and only for one decade to master the R-A-W (run along 

wall) backhand return, while every other returner sought to neutralize the rally. The ceiling as defense 

was abandoned forever. 

  

The years 1976 and 1977 were the heyday for both manufacturers and players. The sport exploded 

across the country with thousands of new courts and newcomers demanding a rational, less lively ball. 

The result was the ball stabilization at somewhere between lively and super-lively that caused a more 

controlled serve-and-shoot game. In addition, the rash of ball busts and bubble gum bulges disappeared 

for good. AMF Voit commissioned a full-color sound film with superstar action and stumbled lines by 

Brumfield, Serot, Steve Strandemo and Keeley. 

  

Then 1978 to 1982 was the age of ball zaniness. A dozen manufacturers showered the courts with an 

astonishing array of racquetballs . It was a far cry from 1972 when a single company supplied on 

demand to a dozen racquetball hot spots around the country. There were bouncy and not-so-bouncy 

balls, pressurized and non-pressurized balls, green balls, black balls, striped balls, pro balls, hack balls... 

there was a ball you could inflate like a basketball, and another dimpled like a golf ball to (theoretically) 

increase spin. 

  

In fact, the only constant among racquetballs in this era was inconsistency... with the exception that they 

almost all came packed two to a can so they wouldn't get lonely. My joy one full year was saving an 

unopened can of balls the manufacturer had neglected to include a mate in the container for the other to 

rub against. 

  

  

   What is Lively? 

  

The sport of racquetball had progressed since 1969 in just over a decade from a YMCA and University 

monopoly to a commercial Court Club free-for-all. The reason was the racquetball, and the shortening 



learning curve from a mush ball to a super ball until it equalized at a ‘lively’ ball that could quickly be 

hit by nearly everyone. That’s the game story in a can. 

  

But what is ‘lively’? The rules now stated that the racquetball should be 21'4' in diameter and weigh 

1.40 ounces, and should rebound 68"-72" when dropped to the floor from a height of 100" at a 

temperature of 76F. It was impractical to test each ball at a tournament where the draw sheets covered 

one hall cruised by up to 500 participants, and so the quality control was assigned to the singles or 

doubles contestants before their handshakes by one of two rough methods. 

  

The first technique was for the tallest player to lift on tiptoes and drop balls from overhead one-at-time 

until two were selected that bounced to about nose height of his flatfoot opponent. The goal was two 

game balls and sometimes a dozen were required to meet the limitations. The second method that also 

took into account the ball hardness was for everyone on the court to hit ceiling shot with force until two 

balls carried 2-6 ft. high off the back wall. Anything less than these two measurements was rejected ‘as 

dead’ and anything beyond was refused as ‘super ball, and one just right in between was the game 

‘lively’ ball. 

  

  

    The Ball Ceremony 

  

Spectators lined the glass throughout the 70’s and early 80’s to watch the ball ceremony that began with 

a rain of four or more from the ref with the players’ pockets already bulged with their personal choices. I 

initialed mine with a magic marker to avoid mix-ups during the ceiling shot test to the left rear corner. 

There was still time to excuse oneself to the bathroom to heat a ball in hot water or with a hair drier and 

return to pass muster. There was sleight of hand during the bounce tests, and barter to ‘throw’ the first 

three points if it’s with ‘my’ ball. Eventually the two players faced off with a ball in each hand and a 

duty of picking two as the #1 and #2 game balls. ‘Yeah, this one is ok,’ or, ‘Nah, I reject that one,’… the 

banter continued until the ref descended from the gallery perch for the final test and say. 

  

One could sit back in the bleacher, watch the test results, and then handicap the players since the range 

of acceptability was wide. The ceremony determined the outcomes between finesse and shooters as 

much as the sum of their strokes and strategies before the first serve was even hit! 

  

Once a ball was mutually acceptable and the game bust open with the first serve, you watched it like a 

hawk, and between rallies and time outs. It wasn’t uncommon for a shyster to leave the court with the 

game ball to upgrade with another from his gym bag. Long serves sailed over the back wall into the 

waiting hands of a comrade who threw back a different one. Razor blades were secreted in shoe tongues 

to slit balls while tying the shoelaces and the ball broke on the next rally.  

  



‘Ball change!’ was the inevitable cry late in the first game by the losing player as a psychological ploy 

or because the air had been pounded out the rubber. A savvy opponent never agreed to the request and 

let him stew. However, it was an early gray rule area where if one player vetoed the change it wasn’t 

allowed unless the ref judged the ball was ‘unplayable’. The ball and referee determined many 

championships. 

  

  

External Factors 

  

Tournament directors became the prime human influence on the winners of their tournaments by 

providing the refs with unopened cans from the sauna or refrigerator or hoarded for months from a slow 

or fast batch to jumpstart different players’ modes. He could switch on the heater or AC of the 

exhibition court before the big match. 

  

A ball dropped from 100" to bounce to 72” height in the Michigan summer sweatboxes was like playing 

with photons, whereas one that rebound to 68” on the refrigerated Houston court was a marshmallow. In 

the rarified air of Steamboat Springs the less ambient pressure inflated the ball about 10%. Winter 

tournaments on unheated courts of a Chicago club had the participants wearing sweats, but it would 

have been smarter to put little jackets on the balls. 

  

The court floor, wall and ceiling also affected the ball play. On entering a tourney club lobby the 

grapevine quickly shook loose the ball facts with questions like, ‘How do the courts play?- Oh, the 

ceiling is a sponge, but the floor is a trampoline.’ And then the players walked the halls to view their 

draws, and then into the courts to jump up and down on the floors to determine if they were the ‘floating 

style’, rapped on walls to know if they were paneled, and inspected the glass..   

  

Even color affected a ball's playability. The rash of breakage when the first green balls arrived to replace 

the black ones in 1973, the year of the inaugural pro tour, was caused by the dye that weakened the 

rubber during the molding process. Kelly green was the official NRC tour color for balls, logos, and the 

magazine. I wore one Kelly Converse Chuck and one Forest green in accord with my apparel contract, 

but tired of running around like St. Patrick's and returned to the black and white ones. The green ball 

didn’t show up at all against the first glass back and side walls that were starting to be installed at 

classier clubs around the country, but NRC wanted its own ball color whether or not the players could 

see it. 

  

Manufacturers vie to sponsor tournaments and draw name players who ‘play by the brand’ in attending 

events with the ball that suits their games. The traditional brands were Seamco, Voit, then Penn, and that 

was their general order of liveliness. I would not travel a long distance to a Seamco tournament, but 

would hitchhike to a Penn event with slower balls that helped my control play. Charlie Brumfield 

preferred a Voit for his patented ceiling game and once grumbled to a ref at a northwestern tournament, 



‘I can't believe that you guys play with this brand of ball up here. A broken ball of my brand is more 

lively than an unbroken one of yours.’ 

  

When all is said and done in the racquetball’s curious history, the ball manufactures champions. 

  

  

Ball History Affects Play Today 

  

Racquetball has evolved from a thinking game into a reaction game. Players of the early 1970's recall a 

game called racquetball which featured 10 to 15 shot rallies, great reaching gets, long ceiling rallies, 

variety in shot selection, controlled swing, and a smooth flow of somewhat predictable play ending with 

a 90 MPH killshot. Then, in the mid-1970's, the noble slow game was torn apart by the fast ball. 

  

In the blink of a few tournaments manufacturers flooded the demand market with lively balls, and the 

best example of two top players coping with it and each other was the classic mid-70’s matchups 

between the game’s premier controller Charlie Brumfield and the top shooter Marty Hogan. Brumfield 

had dominated Hogan during the slow ball era. He handcuffed the kid with drives into the body that 

stifled all that power, and he lulled him into a ceiling game that sent Marty up a wall. But when the first 

lively ball was tossed into the court the Old Man was no match. Thinking time was reduced to a fraction 

and Charlie admitted. ‘My analytical prowess and the ability to pinpoint my opponent's weaknesses have 

been neutralized by the raw power to hit the ball 125 mph.’ 

  

The 80’s ball was more consistent in both liveliness and endurance and in professional matches rarely 

became a focus of controversy. The USRA had an official ball tester who got them in his mailbox from 

the manufactures as the tallest person in the office. Over the years he tested hundreds in a closet set up 

with a chair on a hardwood pad with the proper height lines marked on the walls. He climbed up, 

released and marked the drop line at 100 inches and the bounce lines at 72 and 68 inches for the 

different brands. His thumbnail was the durometer to test the hardness of the rubber. If the official ball 

tester did not approve a ball, he could expect a call or visit from the company CEO to find out if other 

arrangements could be made to get it approved. Nobody knows what happened in the closet after that, 

but the balls were homogenous throughout tournaments.  

  

In 1983 Ektelon introduced the first graphite CBK which was lighter, stiffer and hit the consistently fast 

ball better. In ’85 players grabbed the first oversized racquets and began to swing like carnival hammers 

with as much force and, as technology advanced into the new century, the big racquets got so light, long, 

wide and balanced that there is no turning back from the Big Game. 

  

Consequently, today’s players know a game called racquetball with rallies on the professional level that 

last an average of three explosive shots between serves, the ceiling ball with the IRT ball bounces eight 

feet high off the back wall, and killshots go180 MPH! 



  

  

  

 


